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Daily food consumptions were crucial for the survival of
British and other foreign traders in Canton during the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Since
controlling food supplies was regarded as an effective way
of controlling foreigners for Chinese authorities, British
merchants had to cope with these restrictions from both
Chinese authorities and the local environment. Since food
and drink were important markers of one’s identity,
preserving one’s food culture was to preserve personal,
communal and national identities. In this circumstance,
British traders’ identities were challenged as their food
supply was confined. However, thanks to trade, they
managed to establish their food culture by finding alternative
food supplies, creating a culinary system suitable to the
local environment, introducing European food and food
culture to China. During this process, their identities were
reshaped by the local environment and culture.
Paul Van Dyke (2000) is the first scholar to notice the
food provision in the Canton trade. By tracing the rise and
fall of the provision trade in Canton, he reveals the
advantages and disadvantages of the Canton system.
However, his focus rests mainly upon the functions of the
‘compradors’. In his work, foodstuffs are generally studied
as goods without distinctive characteristics. Therefore,
roles of food and drink are simply understood as
sustenance without cultural and social meanings and
values. Lisa Hellman (2015) explores the Swedish East
India Company employees’ consumption of food and
alcohol and points out the importance of social and
cultural roles of food and drink in Canton trade. In
particular, she explores how ideas of civility and class were
constructed by examining their consumption of food and
alcohol and their interactions with Chinese. The analysis of
Swedish EIC employees’ daily food consumption in
Canton and Macao are very helpful for us to understand
the situation of English EIC employees in the same period.
This paper applies the recent developed concept of ‘food
agency’ to look at English East India Company (EIC)
employees and their food consumption. Food agency is
defined as ‘the capacity to actively employ a broad range of
learned cognitive and technical actions related to meal
preparation’ (Trubek et al, 2017, pp.297–98). This idea
considers the way in which actors use their cognitive and
technical skills while also navigating and shaping various
societal structures to meet personal meal preparation goals.
In order to apply this theory to this context, I would like to
extend the original definition from cooking alone to
acquisition of food and food service, since these foreign
merchants were not directly engaged in cooking

themselves. In doing so, it will help us understand the
actions that the EIC employees took to fulfil their needs to
preserve their identities during this period.
Establishing a Culinary System in Canton
The East India Company’s provisions were generally
provided by the figure of ‘Comprador’ (买办), who was
licensed by Chinese authorities. Compradors were not only
in charge of daily food supplies for foreigners in Canton
and Macao, but also for homeward ships. The quality of
their service not only determined the living standard of
foreigners, but also for their survival on board for several
months. Furthermore, compradors were in charge of
recruiting servants for the EIC factory in Canton. They
employed servants, cooks and coolies for the factory
(Hunter, 1882, p.53). The position of Comprador was so
important that once it was cut down or hindered, it could
bring great loss to foreign traders. However, the Company
did not have the liberty to choose or dismiss their
compradors. This regulation forced EIC officers to follow
Chinese orders, otherwise their provision would be cut
down or impeded.
The comprador system was not seamless. Some foreign
companies and Chinese circumvented Chinese compradors
and bought provisions secretly for foreigners (Van Dyke,
2000, p.135). Compradors and other food providers
ensured foreigners could have steady and diverse food
supplies during their stay in Canton. However, this does
not mean that they could easily accept all kinds of food
from the Chinese market, nor could they easily accept
being served in Chinese manners. These unfamiliar foods
and serving manners were different from their own food
culture. These unfamiliarity and differences posed
challenges not only to their physical wellbeing, but also to
preserving European body and identities.
As food sociologist Claude Fischler (1988, p.275)
argues, ‘food is central to our sense of identity’. People
mark their membership of a culture or a group by asserting
the specificity of what they eat or by defining otherness.
Entering a new food environment posed anxiety and
danger to EIC employees since these foods challenged their
identities as British. To cope with anxiety and danger
aroused by unfamiliar food and food cultures, they
managed their eating behaviours according to a ‘culinary
system’ with rules that defined which items could be
classified as edible, and how they could be prepared and
consumed. This involved incorporation of Chinese foods
by identifying their material, cultural and social values.
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The incorporation of Chinese staples of ‘mantou’ (馒头
steamed bun) and rice into EIC employees’ diet in China
provides a good example of this process. Although different
from bread in appearance, mantou was often compared
with bread, since it was made of wheat flour, which brought
a sense of familiarity to British people. The similar
ingredient ensured that mantou was culturally edible to
them. However, without yeast and the process of baking, as
Aeneas Anderson (1795, p.62), who accompanied Lord
Macartney to China, commented that, ‘(it was) by no
means pleasant to our palate.’ However, it could be
transformed into edible food with a certain process. He
introduced the way of processing mantou in order to
resemble bread: ‘we found it necessary to cut it in slices and
toast it, before we could reconcile it to our appetite’
(Anderson, 1795, p.63). This transformation undergone by
mantou was not purely material. It was a process of cultural
transformation by applying European cooking skills to
Chinese food. Via this process, this food was given
meaning and rendered compatible with the British
culinary system. It brought familiarity and a sense of
security for them so that it could reconcile with their
appetites and identity.
In Aeneas Anderson’s eyes, rice as a staple food was
more acceptable to them compared to mantou. He
regarded rice as the ‘most excellent substitute for bread’. He
argued that ‘their (Chinese) manner of boiling rice is the
only circumstance of cleanliness which I have observed
among them […] they then put it into a clean vessel and
cover it up; there it remains till it is blanched as white as
snow, and as dry as a crust.’ (Anderson, 1795, p.82). Rice
was accepted because the cooking and serving manners
were compatible with his values. His appreciation with rice
in fact indicated his prejudice towards Chinese cooking,
which he deemed very dirty compared to English cooking.
As Emma-Jayne Abbots (2013, p.131)) suggests, the
concern with hygiene could indicate a deeper cultural
aversion to the local population and a desire to create
bodily and social boundaries with them. As Anderson
(1795, p.81) described, ‘we were obliged to dress (provisions
by) ourselves, as the Chinese are so very dirty in their mode
of cookery, that it was impossible for the inhabitants of a
country where cleanliness is so prevailing a circumstance of
the kitchen, unless impelled by severe hunger, to submit to
it.’ By differencing their cooking with that of Chinese, they
established the superiority of British cooking over Chinese
cooking. Furthermore, it helped confirm the superiority of
Britain over China.
Some dishes were resisted by foreigners. This resistance
was often displayed as aversion and disgust towards certain
food in Canton market, such as frogs and dogs. As
sociologists argue, resistance as a version of agency, advocates
one’s self-identities. (Hitlin and Elder, 2007, p.182). Resisting
alien foods was a way to display and emphasize British
merchants’ self-identities.

William Hickey, who traveled to China in 1769 as an
EIC cadet, recorded his eating experience in Canton in his
memoir. When he was offered a dish without knowing it
was frog, he first found it ‘exquisitely good’, since he
thought it was chicken. After someone told him that it was
frog, he said, ‘(s)trange and absurd as it may appear, upon
hearing this I instantly turned so dreadfully sick I was obliged
to leave the table. Such was the force of prejudice. No person
was more ready to admit the absurdity of the prejudice
than myself, yet had my life been at stake I do not think I
could have swallowed a mouthful of the excellent fricassee
after I knew of what it was made.’ (Spencer, 1921, p.224).
Although this description might be exaggerated, it
clearly showed Hickey’s uncomfortableness and aversion
towards frogs. This aversion was not due to the weird taste
or ugly appearance of this dish, but by the idea of eating
frogs. As Fischler (1988, p.283) argues, disgust is a socially
(re)constructed biological safeguard. Once the food is
identified as impure by the consumer, the disgust is
triggered off. Although this culturally constructed aversion
was embedded in their food culture, it was not static, but
open to Chinese influences. In fact, frogs were not
completely despised by Europeans in Canton. Hickey
(Spencer, 1921, p.224) mentioned that ‘frogs had long been
one of the dishes at the supercargo’s table; it consisted of
only the hind quarters of the frog.’ It could be assumed
that, through years of stay in Canton, some Britons
changed their attitudes towards frogs. It suggested that the
culturally constructed aversion towards certain food could
be changed. Through years of interactions with local
Chinese people and other Europeans residents in China,
frogs and other unfamiliar food could be accepted among
local foreign community.
Through the process of modification, adaptation and
resistance of local food, EIC employees exercised their food
agency in incorporating Chinese food into their diets. This
process involved culinary knowledge exchange with local
Chinese people. Foreigners had to obtain knowledge from
local people. At the same time, foreign travellers published
their travel accounts on China and Chinese culture which
helped to spread and circulate knowledge on food and
drink. These books shaped following traders’ attitudes
towards China and Chinese food. Their experience in
China in turn intensified or modified these ideas. It was in
the ongoing interactions between experience and knowledge
production that foreign communities’ food consumption
and identities in China were shaped and reshaped.
Introducing European Food to Canton
Establishing a culinary knowledge system of foods and drinks
in China helped British people adapt to local environment
and food culture in China. However, consuming local food
was not enough to fulfill their needs. Cravings pushed
them to introduce European vegetables, livestock, cuisines
and serving manners to China. These actions shaped the
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local agricultural landscape to adapt to their needs, which
left significant impact on Chinese agriculture.
One of their most important endeavors to preserve an
English diet was breeding cows. When the Macartney
Embassy came to China in 1793, they found that ‘(m)ilk,
cheese, and butter, the principle resources of pastoral life,
are little known to the Chinese’(Staunton, 1797, p.361).
When they wished to be supplied with milk, they found ‘it
was necessary to take some pains to find out[sic] a person
who understood the management of cows.’ (ibid).
Eventually, they found a cow keeper to take care of two
cows to supply dairy products for their vessels (ibid, p.362).
Since the late seventeenth century, Portuguese in Macao
had established the habit of drinking milk and consuming
other dairy products. As the number of British and
American merchants increased, consuming milk and other
dairy products became increasingly common in Canton and
Macao. Breeding cows became a prosperous local industry in
Macao from the late nineteenth century (Tang, 2016, p.841).
This need of keeping a diet with dairy products was
acknowledged by Chinese officers in Canton. Supplying
cows and other provisions like wheat flour and wine for
foreign companies after ship-measurement was established
as a part of the welcome ceremony from the early 1740s
(Van Dyke, 2015, p.111). Providing European food to
foreigners after a long journey, was one of the mechanisms
Chinese officials used to welcome foreigners.
When EIC ships were sailing from England to China,
they grew vegetables on board to supply fresh salad. James
Main (1836, p.65), a gardener of English EIC who collected
plants in Canton, recorded that, he brought ‘large roots of
mangold wirtzel[sic]…for the purpose of yielding an
occasional dish of greens for the captain’s table; and also
two square tablets to be covered with thick flannel, on
which we raised a handsome dish of small salad, for every
Sunday throughout the voyage’. Keeping seeds and plants
on board was not easy during this period. The success of
this action required continuous experiments and knowledge
exchange. Before his sailing, James Main (ibid, p.64)
received instructions from the botanist Joseph Banks about
‘self-government in the ship, and when on shore; as to the
choice and manure of keeping seeds, and treatment of plants
on board the vessel.’ Main’s record revealed that EIC
employees’ desire for fresh European vegetables contributed
to the introduction of European plants to China, which
was facilitated by the expertise of British botanists who
were sent to China for collecting plants and curiosities.
The English EIC had their own kitchen garden to
supply European vegetables for officers to consume (ibid,
p.172). Apart from the products from their own kitchen
garden, EIC officers could enjoy European vegetables
grown by local Chinese farmers. Increasing demand for
European vegetables encouraged local farmers to grow
vegetables to fulfil EIC officers’ needs. As James Dinwiddie
(1868, p.82), an astronomer who travelled with Lord
Macartney to Canton described in his accounts:
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(t)he suburbs of the city were interspersed with
fields of indigo, rice, and various culinary
vegetables...Peas, only lately introduced into Macao,
were for some time carried to Canton at a great
expense. The farmers here, finding a good market,
now cultivate them in considerable quantities, and
stick them as in Europe. Though in the middle of
winter, we have green peas every day to our dinner.
The introduction and cultivation of foreign plants enriched
the table of foreign traders. Local Chinese farmers actively
learnt to cultivate these exotic plants to supply foreigners.
Some of these exotic foods were gradually incorporated
into Chinese cuisine and enriched Chinese diets, such as
potatoes, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, onions and snow peas
(Tang, 2016, pp.842–46). The agricultural landscape of
Macao and Canton gradually changed in order to fulfil
British people’s needs as their trade expanded.
Reshaping identity in daily food consumption
Apart from the introduction of European food to China,
EIC employees managed to enjoy food prepared in English
style both in their factory and Chinese merchants’ and
officers’ place. Through years of contact, communication
and interactions, many cooks and servants were trained in
English cooking skills and serving manners. Furthermore,
as the British empire expanded, EIC employees could
brought food from other colonies and trained their
servants in cooking Indian food for them in China.
European cookery knowledge might have been passed
on to Chinese cooks in Canton around the late eighteenth
century. One of the earliest records on European cooking
practiced by Chinese was from William Hickey’s account
of a feast held in Hong merchant Pankeequa’s country
house. He recorded that the dinner was ‘dressed and served
à la mode Anglaise, the Chinamen on that occasion using,
and awkwardly enough, knives and forks, and in every
respect conforming to the European fashion.’
（Spencer,1921, pp.223–24）. Meibao Cheng (2012,
p.100) assumes that these Cantonese cooks would have
learned Western cooking skills from their masters or
foreign counterparts. Since the English merchants were the
dominant group in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
century in Canton, the Western food presented on Hong
merchants’ table was predominantly English.
However, this ‘Englishness’ was not static, but open to
influences of other cultures. As Collingham (2001, p.3)
argues, in the nineteenth century, the EIC servants’ body
was open to Indian influence. Indian experience was
incorporated into their identity. Eating and drinking as
embodied practices, revealed EIC employees’ identity and
experience in India. This influence was revealed in their
daily food consumption in China as well. As the British
empire was expanding, food related to EIC employees’
colonial experience, such as curry, was incorporated into
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British diets and was brought with EIC employees to
England and other trading ports. Since the English factory
was the major host of dinner parties among the foreign
groups, curry became a common dish on the table of
foreign communities in China.
William Hunter (1885, pp.267–68), an American who
worked for the American company Russell &Co, recorded a
dinner party he attended that ‘rice and curry’ was served on
the table. It is noticeable that he called this dish ‘rice and
curry’, just as EIC servants in India. Stephanie Maroney (2011,
p.125) pointed out that the British in India used the phrase
‘curry and rice’ to describe every Indian dish on their table.
They simplified various Indian food into either ‘curries’ or
‘pillaus’. Although curry was not a common dish in Canton, it
was easy to obtain curry ingredients such as turmeric and
many other ingredients in the local market. Cantonese cooks
could pound and mix these ingredients by themselves.
Compared to imported curry powder, these freshly made
curry sauces contained more aromas and flavours.
An English missionary, Robert Morrison (1828,
p.279,303), recorded in Vocabulary of the Canton Dialect
that turmeric was called either ‘姜黄’ or ‘黄姜’ in Canton
dialect. In this book, Morrison recorded two curry dishes
in this dialect vocabulary: ‘Wong-keong-kei 黄姜鸡 (fowl
curry)’ and ‘Wong-keong-ha 黄姜虾 (shrimp curry)’. It also
recorded ‘Curry stuff [sic]’, which was called ‘Wong-keongtsoy-lew 黄姜材料’. These records suggest that curry was
incorporated into Canton dialects. In contemporary
Canton dialect, turmeric represented curry. It can be
assumed that turmeric was the main ingredient and main
feature of curry dishes served in Canton. However, there
was no record of curry dishes in local gazetteers during that
period. This can be explained in that the language of curry
was mainly used by Chinese who worked for these foreign
traders. It could be a selection bias when Robert Morrison
was compiling this dictionary. During years of service in
foreign factories, Chinese cooks and servants familiarized
themselves with foreign dishes and translated them into local
dialect so that they could easily communicate with their
colleagues on dishes they had to prepare for their employers.
Foreign traders also benefited from the expanding
imperial networks in that they could acquire suitable cooks
from other countries. In 1839, English trader James
Matheson (Pichon, 2006, p.408) wrote to Charles Lyall in
Calcutta to ask him to find a good cook for him. He was
willing to pay 50 rupees per month or even double for a
suitable cook. In the end, Lyall sent him a cook from
Singapore but who unfortunately did not meet Matheson’s
demand. Indeed, cooks and servants equipped with
culinary knowledge of various dishes were very popular on
the job markets in Canton and Macao. Their service was so
highly valued among foreign communities that some cooks
became celebrity chefs, the reasons being that these cooks
could fulfil their various dietary requirements which were
shaped during their trading experience in Canton and
other trading ports.

Conclusion
Through hundred years of Sino-Anglo trade, the increasing
demand for foods and drinks of EIC employees strongly
influenced local food market and food culture in Canton
areas. Although under regulations and control from
Chinese authorities, English EIC employees managed to
preserve some elements of the English diet in China. They
brought their food culture to China, including culinary
plants, dairy products, European banquets, eating and
drinking manners to China. At the same time, their own
eating and drinking practices were shaped by Chinese food
and food culture, whether passively or actively. Common
Chinese people, such as farmers, cooks and servants, were
actively involved into this process of the formation of
foreigners’ eating and drinking practices in Canton. Their
culinary knowledge and cooking skills determined what
and how these foreign traders could eat. On the other
hand, their knowledge and skills were constantly shaped to
adapt to their employers’ tastes. It was under these constant
interactions, negotiations and conflicts that foreign traders’
food practices and identities were shaped and reshaped
during this period.
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